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Disclaimer 

The information provided on the SafewardAI website is not intended as financial, investment, or 
trading advice of any kind. We do not endorse or discourage the purchase, sale, or holding of 

any cryptocurrency. It's crucial that you take the time to perform your research and consult with 
a financial advisor before making any investment decisions. When you acquire SafewardAI 

tokens, please understand that you are not acquiring a security or investment. You acknowledge 
that you are fully responsible for any losses or tax implications that may arise from your actions. 

Furthermore, our team provides the token 'as is' without any obligation to offer support or 
services. SafewardAI is primarily a community-driven token for social networking purposes and 

is not a registered digital currency. We strongly advise individuals in regions with crypto 
restrictions to refrain from purchasing it, as we cannot guarantee compliance with your local 

regulations. Always ensure that your actions align with your local laws and regulations before 
making any purchases.



About SafeWard Ai

SafeWardAI is an innovative project tailored to 
support and guide cryptocurrency investors 
through the complex world of digital assets. 

Our primary offering is an AI-powered chatbot 
designed to provide basic guidelines to crypto 
investors. While the information provided is not 

financial advice, our chatbot aims to assist users 
in understanding the cryptocurrency landscape, 

making informed decisions, and ensuring security. 



Our Platform
 How It Works:

Our AI chatbot serves as a knowledgeable companion, offering 
information on blockchain technology, wallet security, and the 
importance of due diligence.

It empowers users to make more informed decisions in the 
cryptocurrency space.



Token Information

Our native token plays a pivotal role in the SafeWardAI ecosystem.
$SWI Is not just a digital currency!

Learn more about SWI utility and how it powers the platform.

Ticker:  SWI
Name: SafeWard AI
Total supply: 123,456,789,123,456 SWI
Network:  Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) 
Contract:  0x5E4769e64C104F23AdfA64a606645fA489dbcF40
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